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Abstract 

Climate change and how best to mitigate its impact has in recent decades prefigured in the industrial 
development debate. Awareness about future costs related to increased atmospheric temperatures 
provides an incentive for lowering greenhouse gas emissions such as CO2. At the same time, 
measures to mitigate climate change do not only induce corporate uncertainty and pressure, but it is 
also provides opportunities for new businesses domains and models. The coverage of climate change 
issues from mass media broke with earlier trends and increased in the middle of the last decade. How 
about corporate focus? Was climate change issue on the corporate agenda by then? 
This study presents a content analysis of more than 1100 shareholder letters from 131 of the largest 
European public liability companies between 2000 to 2009. The main purpose of this paper is to 
analyze climate change from a corporate perspective. Was climate change discussed by Chief 
Executive Officers (CEO) and board chairmen during this time? If so, to what extent and are there 
industrial differences? 
This study shows that climate change appeared on the corporate strategic agenda in year 2005, from 
previously occupying a marginal place. In 2008, corporate climate change discussions were largely 
pushed aside by the financial crisis. It also show a trend where a shift has occurred from a general 
interest, towards one more divided between different industries. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
There is agreement that the continued acceleration of 
industrial Greenhouse Emissions (GE) will perpetrate 
the augmentation of atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) 
concentrations. At the policy level, there are a myriad of 
instruments at hand to including direct incentives to 
industries. At the corporate level, however, mechanisms 
to mitigate climate change necessitate strategic change 
that is often characterized by short term uncertainties 
and the challenges of overcoming technological lock-ins 
[1][2][3][4][5][6][7]. 
Corporate responses to mitigate climate change require 
both technological development and adjustment of 
existing corporate strategies [8][9]. The kind of 
responses varies depending on industry, location and 
investment plans and horizons [10]. As has been 
concluded by  PricewaterhouseCoopers [11],  
uncertainty induced by climate change and the 

measures to mitigate it could negatively impact the 
development of new technologies. This is generally 
because corporate leaders must forecast the 
implications of climate policy and its outcome five to ten 
years in advance . 
Ever since Adam Smith,, economists have argued that 
there exists externalities which in the long run lead to 
reduced national dividend and welfare that falls short of 
its potential through a non optimal distribution of 
resources [12][13][14]. Within a climate change context, 
externalities are long term costs of GE that is not 
included in market prices as put forward by the Stern 
Review [2]:  
 

Climate change presents a unique challenge for 
economics: it is the greatest example of market failure 
we have ever seen. 

At the corporate level, climate change mitigation has 
the potential to have both direct and indirect 
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externalities. Lash and Wellington [15] identified six 
potential risks corporations face: regulatory, supply 
chain, product/technology, litigation, reputational and 
physical. These affect industries differently depending 
on many factors and thus induce short term uncertainty 
[6][7].  
For the particular firm, implementing a strategy to 
effectively counter externalities could be a difficult 
undertaking specially when there might be a system 
lock-in that is characterized by path dependency 
[13][16]. As argued by Nelson and Winter [17] in their 
seminal work on evolutionary economics, the market 
processes inherently defines the particular firm’s ability 
to survive and grow. This is dependent on the existence 
of competing alternatives where one is better at 
surviving than its competitors [18]. 
Although climate change mitigation has been on the 
policy agenda, knowledge about how different 
corporations react to it is scanty [19][20].  One source of 
information that companies use to communicate with 
external actors is the annual report which generally 
contains recurring topics that contain both quantitative 
and qualitative information that may be considered 
standardized through the institutional context 
[21][22][23][24].  
A familiar part of the annual report is “the letter to 
shareholders” section which contains statements from 
chairmen and/or CEO [25][26]. The letter to the 
shareholders/stakeholders section is the part of the 
annual report that is mostly read since it is a tool for 
companies to communicate issues of strategic 
importance [27][28].Could we learn something about 
corporate intentions on climate change from the annual 
reports? When did information concerning climate 
change begin to appear on the corporate agenda?  
Against this background the aim of this paper is to 
analyze the annual reports of 131 big European limited 
liability companies and give insights into how corporate 
leaders have responded to climate change mitigation. 
Apart from this introduction, this paper consists of four 
other sections; in the subsequent section, we put 
climate change in the context of industrial change 
processes. In section three, the paper’s methodology is 
presented while section four presents the results. 
Finally, in section five the paper is concluded by 
discussing the implications. 
 
2. CLIMATE CHANGE IN THE CONTEXT OF  
     INDUSTRIAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL  
     CHANGE 
 
Following the Stern Review [2], there is a policy 
consensus that efforts to mitigate  climate change could 
result in an industrial restructuring in which there are 
both losers and winners. As the Swedish economist, 
Erik Dahmén [29] wrote over half a century ago, 
industrial change necessitates transformative pressure 
that results in opportunities and challenges. 
Schumpeter [30] also noted that industrial restructuring 
could result from a process of creative destruction. 
Naturally, for some industries climate change mitigation 
might only entail limited incremental technological 

improvement. For others, it could mean a tough journey 
ahead since there is a technological lock-in which 
mandates an overhaul of the existing technological 
base [16]. This is because accumulated knowledge 
centers around dominant designs meant to lock out 
competitors [13].  
For capital intensive industries with long time 
investment horizons, such as the electric generation 
industry, climate related risk reduces the incentives for 
investment in climate friendly technologies [31][32]. 
Lack of long term commitment and communication 
might also act negatively on investments than actual 
fluctuations around a trend in carbon markets [33]. This 
could be attributed to the fact that economic processes 
and investments have a distinctive direction as they 
follow a trajectory that is constrained and conditioned 
by the opportunities that firms are presented with which 
is often based on previously gained knowledge and 
experience [34]. As if a small steel ball is dropped on a 
razor blade, even the slightest change in initial position 
causes a considerable change in outcome. Small 
controlling operations thus have the ability to steer the 
course even of complex system that are in chaotic 
motion [35]. 
 
2.1 Climate change and innovations 
 
At the heart of any change are innovations [16].  
Climate change mitigation necessitates the evolution of 
innovations that combine existing production factors in 
which old ways of doing things is substituted for new in 
a creative destruction process [30]. As most resources 
are allocated at use elsewhere, there is a need for 
obtaining sufficient capital if new alternatives are to 
succeed [17]. Thus the elimination of old structures is at 
least as important as the creation of new [36]. 
Innovation and invention almost always involve some 
willingness to bear risks. Innovation and invention are 
complements. Sometimes, but not always innovation 
involves commercialization of new inventions. Without 
innovation inventors would lack focus and have little 
economic incentives to pursue new ideas [30]. 
Sometimes the actor responsible for incremental 
improvements on radical inventions is the one 
responsible for the breakthrough. The probability of a 
technology to be improved increases with the amount it 
is used (learning by doing). Sometimes though, the 
search for substitutes rather than complements spurs 
innovation, wherefore innovation is not always the result 
of learning [37].  
Even though the analogical usage of evolutionary 
theory should be used with caution [38], it might 
metaphorically shed light on what happens when the 
rules of competition are changed. Climate change 
should be of strategic importance for firms [1]. 
Competitive advantage is reached when a firm is better 
than the average firm competing in the same market 
[38]. For many industries this takes the form of the 
ability to mitigate climate related risks [15] According to 
the competitive exclusion principle, competition is 
usually most severe from individuals from the same 
population, this as they compete for the same 
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resources [18]. Strategy is about decisions regarding 
how a firm should succeed within its competitive 
environment [38]. The market life cycle determines what 
strategy is most advantageous. When a domain 
matures the ratio of successful exploration falls as it 
becomes harder to discover new radical aspects.  
Failure of some exploratory steps is the essential cost 
of evolutionary selection [3]. 
In a stiff competitive environment,  firms that can adjust 
have  the greatest chance of survival [17]. If the 
competitive environment changes non dominant 
existing, or new variations might prevail over concurrent 
dominant alternatives.  Translated to corporate context - 
previously discarded technologies, products and 
services might become viable and threaten present 
businesses. Climate change has the possibility to 
induce such a pressure and might affect firms in both 
positive and negative ways. Even if an individual firm is 
affected negatively by climate change issues, it will gain 
a competitive advantage if it has the  capability  to 
identify and address risks. An example easily illustrates 
this: Imagine two energy corporations with one similar 
carbon condensation plant each. An introduced tax on 
GE (thus carbon dioxide emissions) would affect both 
corporations profit negatively. If there are no external 
alternatives than t the two firms on the market, the 
ability of one of them to increase the amount of power 
output per generated amount of GE would increase the 
competitive advantage of that firm. In the same way, the 
number of passengers per GE could become of 
increased importance for the aviation industry in a 
climate change constrained future. 
Competitive advantage is reached trough 
improvements, innovation and change [40]..One of the 
most important competitive advantages a firm can have 
is the propensity to change and discover trends before 
their competitors. In addition,  a competitive firm not 
only responds to its context but it also seeks to 
influence it in its favor.  
 
3. METHODOLOGY 
 
The majority of large and medium sized corporations is 
often public liability companies and as such has an 
obligation to deliver value for shareholders. Although 
the shareholders by virtue of their ownership can 
influence corporate long-term strategy, it is at the 
operative level that short term decisions including the 
development of technology are made. The particular 
firm communicates to shareholders and market through 
its annual report. As  such the annual report  provides 
insights into corporate strategy. The annual report 
contains both quantitative and qualitative content and is 
quite standardized through laws, regulations and norms 
[23].but some parts of it is used to describe external 
factors and future outlook [22][23][24].  One key part of 
the annual report is the letter to shareholders which are 
statements from chairmen and/or Chief Executive 
Officer (CEO) [25][26]. The letter to shareholder is 
unarguably,  the part of the annual report that is mostly 
read, even though the narrative of results and other 

financial information might be considered most 
important by investors. Thus, letters to shareholders are 
important tools while communicating issues of strategic 
importance [27]. Letters to shareholders mirror 
corporate strategic change and attention, and are if 
followed over time useful for analyzing corporate 
strategy [24][28] 
In this way, the pressure induced by climate change 
might be investigated by calculating its presence within 
the letters to shareholders over time. A higher presence 
within an industry would suggest that the induced 
transformational pressure towards that industry is 
greater. Still the data would not suggest if corporations 
transform their business in a climate friendly direction. 
The defense and new waves of development when a 
dominant design is threatened as described by 
Utterback [41] is just likely.  
The research process of this paper followed four major 
steps. Firstly,  131 of the largest European corporations 
were chosen to mirror the industrial landscape including 
Eastern and Central Europe. Secondly, a pilot tests 
where adopted according to the Weber Protocol [42] to 
calibrate and create consistency within the research 
group. Thirdly, during the process of codification and 
analyzes any uncertainties regarding categorization 
where settled within the research group. The data was 
processed with the help of the statistical tool “Analyze-it 
version 2.22 Excel 12+”. And fourthly a common 
interpretation was reached. 
This study sampled 131 of the largest publically listed 
corporations in Europe. Size was determined by total 
revenue and mainly based on the first hundred 
corporations from the “Fortune 500” list of year 2009. 
Additional corporations where added to include all 
regions of Europe with Eastern and Central Europe 
based on the “Deloitte Central Europe’s top 500” list. By 
this a representation of the largest and most influential 
corporations in Europe could be covered. The effect of 
these corporations businesses is not only direct, but 
also transmitted through their value chain. From the 
period of year 2000-2010, 1147 letters to shareholders 
where extracted from the annual report of these 
corporations. A detailed list of all observed corporations 
is given in Appendix I. 
A quantitative content analysis method (CAM) was 
applied for analyzing the letters to shareholders. The 
steps described by Roberts [43] and Weber [42] where 
utilized: Collection of data, coding and statistical 
processing, and finally interpretation of results. The 
climate change issue is built up by several open 
concepts used in different contexts such as “climate”, 
which might refer to the financial rather than 
metrological climate. This makes the use of an 
automatic tool impossible to utilize as the context is not 
considered [44]. Thus a manual “human scored 
schema” is needed [45] and was applied to the study. 
The CAM procedure was further based on weighting the 
number of words discussing climate change issues 
towards the total length of the shareholder letter. 
Weighting is necessary when analyzing letters to 
shareholders as they vary in length, from half a page to 
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over 15 pages. Thus, this study shares similarities with 
the outline design used by Bowman [25], Kohout & 

Segars [46] and Abraham & Cox [47].  

 
 
Table 1. Data on average space devoted to climate change issues 

 
Manual coding when applying CAM has many built in 
limitations. One is that the coding procedure must be 
applied in the same way from the first to the last letter to 
shareholders. Regular checks within the research group 
where carried out to calibrate the coding procedure. 
When finished, a random selection of 10% was recoded 
to check for biased results. The recoded data confirmed 
the original data to be unbiased during this procedure.  
It might be expected that corporations with a separate 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) reports might 
save space in the annual report for other matters. This 
possibility was investigated and correlation could be 
established.  Those corporations with separate CSR 
reporting wrote more on climate change in their 
shareholder letters included in the annual report, than 
those without separate CSR reporting. In other words 
the presence of a separate CSR-report did not bias the 
results. 
 
4. RESULTS 
 
The values of all the European observations regarding 
climate change mitigation within letters to shareholders 
are shown in the dot plot in Figure 1 together with 95% 
percentiles and a connected means line illustrating the 
average position. Number of observations n, mean 
values and a 95% confidence interval is also expressed  
in Table 1. A total of 1147 observations of the space 
devoted for the climate change issue within 
shareholders letters is the ground for the following 
mathematical statistical analysis. Year 2000 holds the 
least amount of observations with 82 observed letters to 
shareholders. Year 2005 and year 2007 holds the most 
with 125. It is shown that in average within a 95% 
confidence interval year 2001, 2003 and the period of 
year 2005 and onwards the space devoted for climate 
change related topics is positively distinct from 0. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Dot plot and average space devoted  to climate 
change issues within shareholder letters. 
 
The figure above suggests that climate change from a 
corporate context in  2007 was only marginally 
discussed. As discussed earlier,  most of the space in 
the letters is devoted towards recurring issues, while 
only a fraction is devoted to new topics. In comparison, 
the letters from annual reports reviewed for year 2007 
(the financial crisis/downturn started in the middle of 
year 2007) devoted on average 7.5% of the space to 
discuss the external economic situation and outlook. In 
this perspective, the average corporate interest in 
climate change issues was considerable at 4.1% in year 
2007. 
The results from this study show that during the period 
between 2000-2004 few CEO’s and Chairmen have 
discussed climate change and how to mitigate it in the 
letters to shareholders. This is similar to development in  
media coverage of climate change which broke with 
earlier trends and increased significantly during year 
2005-2007 [48][49]. This was  mainly true for firms in 
energy sector. For the vehicle and insurance industries 
it appears that climate change was discussed as early 
as 2003. Overall however, it can be stated that climate 
change had a more marginal position. The industrial 
differences are outlined in Figure 2. 
 
In 2005, it was particularly the petroleum industry that 
discussed the repercussions of climate change.  After 
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2007 there was e a decline in interest due to the 
economic recession and especially the banking and 
finance industries. In 2009, the greatest interest in 

climate change issues was shown by the energy sector 
followed by petroleum and vehicle manufacturers. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Interest in climate change issues expressed by different industries in the letters to shareholders. 
 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS  
 
The aim of this paper was to analyze corporate 
response to climate change. We have analyzed the 
annual reports of the largest 131 European limited 
liability companies using a quantitative content analysis 
method.  
Our study shows that GH emission intensive industries 
and vertical firms of the value chain have shown a 
greater interest in climate change. All of the factors 
identified by Lash and Wellington [17] have affected the 
energy petroleum and vehicle industries. Even though 
there might be a potential for indirect effects, the 
corporations that are exposed to more uncertainty and 
potential risks have also developed and greater interest 
in climate change issues than the average European 
firm. Technology, litigation, supply chain and 
product/technological risks are less likely to affect  the 
insurance and banking industries directly and naturally, 
there was a muted interest in these sectors. 
As much as firms compete with each other, responses 
to climate change compete with other issues for 
corporate focus and action. During the last few years, 
the muted interest expressed by vehicle manufacturers 
compared to the petroleum and energy companies 
might partly be expressed by the massive downturn that 
has confronted the industry. When survival is directly 
threatened it is a matter of survival.  This is shown  by 
our study since  interest in climate change peaked in 
2007 and later took a back seat as a result of the onset 
of the financial crises. A trend most seen in the finance 

and insurance industries. Thus the trend in focus on 
climate change might be identified as a shift has 
occurred with a high interest from carbon intensive 
industries at the same time as its declining elsewhere. 
Climate change mitigation might change what is 
competitive in favor of alternative new technologies and 
ways of doing business. Thus, previously discarded 
ideas might become viable. If change occurs, old 
structures will be destroyed, something that would 
mean an ultimate threat to some firms. 
Through the competitive exclusions principle firms 
competing for the same resources are expected to 
induce most competition towards each other. Even if an 
industry as a whole is affected negatively by climate 
change, firms that are better at handling them 
compared to their competitors will gain a competitive 
advantage. The pressure to change is higher in some 
industries than others. This is visible in the petroleum 
and energy sectors which are also mostly exposed to 
climate change. For selection to occur there must also 
be alternatives present that could challenge present 
structures 
As firms not only competes with new innovations, 
technologies and products, the increased interest in 
climate change issues could also be derived from the 
risk that competitors gain an advantage from climate 
change related exploring of new ideas. Thus, the 
reason for the high interest in climate change issues 
displayed by energy corporations could not only be to 
external risk, but also to risk emerging internally from 
competition within the own industry. As such a trend in 
interest in climate change issues has been identified. 
While interest in many European industries has 
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decreased, there is today an increased interest in 
climate change issues from the corporations most 
exposed to climate change related risks and pressure. 
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Rezime 
Promena klime i način na koji je najbolje ublažiti njen uticaj unapred je predočena poslednjih decenija 
u debatama o industrijskom razvoju. Svest o budućim troškovima povezanim sa povećanim 
temperaturama u atmosferi predstavlja podsticaj za smanjenje emisija gasa koje stvaraju efekat 
staklene bašte, poput CO2. Istovremeno, mere za smanjenjem klimatskih promena ne samo da 
podstiču korporativnu nesigurnost i pritisak, već takođe pružaju i mogućnosti za nove poslovne 
delatnosti i modele. Načini na koje masovni mediji izveštavaju o klimatskim promenama ne prate više 
ranije trendove i njihovo učešće je povećano od sredine poslednje decenije. A šta je sa korporativnim 
fokusom? Da li se do tada tema klimatskih promena nalazila na dnevnom redu korporacija? 
 
Ova studija predstavlja analizu sadržaja više od 1100 pisama deoničara iz 131 velike evropske 
državne kompanije u periodu između 2000. i 2009. godine. Svrha rada je da analizira klimatske 
promene iz korporativne perspektive. Da li su o promenama klime diskutovali izvršni direktor i 
predsednik upravnog odbora u tom periodu? Ukoliko jesu, u kolikoj meri i da li je došlo do promena u 
industriji? 
Ova studija pokazuje da su se klimatske promene našle na strateškom dnevnom redu kompanija 
2005. godine, dok su prethodno zauzimale marginalno mesto. 2008. godine, korporativne rasprave o 
promeni klime u velikoj meri su potisnute finansijskom krizom. Takođe se primećuje trend gde je 
promena nastala tako što se od opšteg interesa okrenulo gledištu podeljenom između različitih 
industrija. 

 
          Ključne reči: godišnji izveštaj, promena klime, korporativna strategija 
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Appendix I: List of observed corporations 

Name Industry Country 
A.P. Møller-Mærsk Group Shipping Denmark 
ABB Technology Switzerland 
Aegon Insurance Netherlands 
Agrofert Holding Chemistry Czech 
Agrokor Food/Beverage Croatia 
Air France-KLM Group Aviation France 
Allianz Insurance Germany 
ArcelorMittal Metals’ Luxemburg 
Assicurazioni Generali Insurance Italy 
Aviva Insurance UK 
AXA Insurance France 
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria Finance Spain 
Bank of Ireland Group Finance Ireland 
Barclays Finance UK 
BASF Chemistry Germany 
Bayer Chemistry Germany 
BMW Vehicle Germany 
BNP Paribas Finance France 
Bouygues Construction/IT France 
BP Petroleum UK 
BT IT UK 
Carrefour Food/Beverage/Pharmaceuticals France 
Centrica Energy UK 
CEZ Energy Czech 
Cie Nationale à Portefeuille Finance Belgium 
CNP Assurances Insurance France 
Commerzbank Finance Germany 
Crédit Agricole Finance France 
Credit Suisse Finance Switzerland 
CRH Construction Materials Ireland 
Daimler Vehicle Germany 
Danske Bank Group Finance Denmark 
Delhaize Group Food/Beverage Belgium 
Deutsche Bahn Rail road/Logistics Germany 
Deutsche Post Logistics Germany 
Deutsche Telekom IT Germany 
Deutshe Bank Finance Germany 
Dexia Group Finance Belgium 
DZ Bank Finance Germany 
E.ON Energy Germany 
EADS Space/Defense Netherlands 
Électricité de France Energy France 
Enel Energy Italy 
ENI Petroleum Italy 
Erste Bank Finance Austria 
Fiat Vehicle Italy 
Foncière Euris Real-estate France 
Fortis Finance Belgium/Netherlands 
France Télécom IT France 
Franz Haniel Pharmaceuticals/Metal Germany 
Galp Energia Petroleum Portugal 
Gaz de France Energy France 
GDF SUEZ Energy France 
GlaxoSmithKline Pharmaceuticals UK 
Groupe Auchan Food/Beverage France 
Groupe Caisse d'Épargne Finance France 
HBOS Finance UK 
HSBC Holdings Finance UK 
INA Group Energy Croatia 
Inbev Food/Beverage Belgium 
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ING Group Finance Netherlands 
Intesa Sanpaolo Finance Italy 
J. Sainsbury Food/Beverage UK 
KBC Group Finance Belgium 
KFW Bankengruppe Finance Germany 
KGHM Metals Poland 
L.M Ericsson Technology Sweden 
La Poste Logistics France 
Landesbank Baden-Württemberg Finance Germany 
Legal & General Group Insurance UK 
Lloyds Banking Group Finance UK 
Lloyds TSB Group Finance UK 
Lufthansa Group Aviation Germany 
Metro Group Food/Beverage Germany 
MOL Energy Hungary 
Munich Re Group Insurance Germany 
Nestlé Food/Beverage Switzerland 
Nokia Electronics Finland 
Nordea Bank Finance Sweden 
Norsk Hydro Metals/Petroleum Norway 
Novartis Pharmaceuticals Switzerland 
Old Mutual Insurance UK 
OMV Group Petroleum Austria 
Petrom Petroleum Romania 
Peugeot Vehicle France 
PGNiG Energy Poland 
PKN Orlen group Energy Poland 
Prudential Insurance UK 
Rabobank Finance Netherlands 
Renault Vehicle France 
Repsol YPF Petroleum Spain 
Robert Bosch Technology Germany 
Roche Group Pharmaceuticals Switzerland 
Royal Ahold Food/Beverage Netherlands 
Royal Bank of Scotland Finance UK 
Royal Dutch Shell Petroleum Netherlands 
Royal Philips Electronics Electronics Netherlands 
RWE Energy Germany 
Saint-Gobain Construction Materials France 
Sanofi-Aventis Pharmaceuticals France 
Santander Central Hispano Group Finance Spain 
Scottish & Southern Energy Energy UK 
Siemens Electronics Germany 
Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken Finance Sweden 
Skanska Construction Sweden 
Skoda Auto Vehicle Czech 
Slovnaft Petroleum Slovakia 
SNCF Railway France 
Société Générale Finance France 
Statoil Hydro Petroleum Norway 
Stora Enso Forest Finland 
Suez Energy France 
Swiss Reinsurance Insurance Switzerland 
Telecom Italia IT Italy 
Telefónica IT Spain 
Telekomunikacja Polska IT Poland 
Tesco Food/Beverage UK 
ThyssenKrupp Metals Germany 
Total Petroleum France 
UBS Finance Switzerland 
UniCredit Group Finance Italy 
Unilever Food/Beverage UK/Netherlands 
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Unipetrol Petroleum Czech 
Vattenfall Energy Sweden 
Veolia Environnement Environmental Infrastructure France 
Vinci Construction France 
Vodafone IT UK 
Volkswagen Vehicle Germany 
Wolseley Construction UK 
Volvo Vehicle Sweden 
Zurich Financial Services Insurance Switzerland 


